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ABSTRACT 

 Dropout of school is the priority problem for both developed and developing 

countries in the world. In the time of COVID-19 pandemic, many schools around the 

world have closed to wait for the better situation to re-open. Thus, many students have the 

high risk to drop out of school as the prediction of UNICEF, pandemic threatened to push 

at least 24 million students out of school completely. This present study is intended to 

provide understanding of the current causes of dropout in the time of COVID-19. 

Moreover, it also investigated the characteristics and demographic profiles, possible 

causes, and the consequences of school dropout. Semi-structured interview was used with 

twelfth participants involved in this study included five dropout students from grades 10 

and 12, three parents of dropout students, three teachers, and a school principal. Specific 

characteristics and demographics of dropouts (those who have parents who received a low 

educational level, families who have low incomes, far away from school) were found. 

Moreover, the causes that lead students to drop out of school in the time of COVID-19 

are long-term school closure, low academic performance, poor teaching and learning 

quality, missed communication, roles of children at home, poverty, and getting married 

were found to be perceived as related to dropping out. Importantly, all dropouts reported 

that they have never planned to drop out of school. Furthermore, after dropping out of 

school, some students have no work yet, they just help with their parents’ housework 

while other dropouts are working in the factory, working as builders, and some of them 

are learning vocational skills such as mechanics, technicians.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

 This chapter indicates and provides relevant directions to why this topic is being 

studied. It includes the background of the study, the statements of problem, purpose and 

objectives of the study, research questions, and the significance of the study.  

1.1 Background of the Study 

 Education is a fundamental building block of development, which promotes 

economic participation, strengthens values, improves health outcomes and enriches lives 

(UNICEF Cambodia, 2020). According to UNESCO (2015), “Education is the key to a 

better life for every child and the foundation of every strong society – but far too many 

children are still being left behind. To realize all our development goals, we need every 

child in school and learning” (p.12). Moreover, education is at the heart of the 2030 

Agenda for Sustainable Development and essential for the success of all Sustainable 

Development Goals. Recognizing the important role of education, the 2030 Agenda for 

Sustainable Development highlights education as a stand-alone goal (SDG 4) and also 

includes targets on education under several other SDGs, notably those on health; growth 

and employment; sustainable consumption and production; and climate change 

(UNESCO, 2015).  

 Although the implementation of the Education Strategic Plan 2014–2018 has 

made remarkable progress towards achieving its policy objectives, there are still some 

points that require strengthening and further improvements in order to achieve the goals. 

Importantly, MoEYS approved the 2030 Roadmap of Cambodia’s SDG 4, Education, in 

early 2019, to ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong 

learning opportunities for all (MoEYS, 2019a). However, the MOEYS vision is to 
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establish and develop human resources of the very highest quality and ethically sound in 

order to develop a knowledge-based society within Cambodia (MoEYS, 2015).  

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

 Student dropout has become an international priority that has received attention in 

every country in the world, both developed and developing countries (សាំបអា អង្ហគ រតន៍ et al., 

២០១៦). The student dropout rates at lower and upper secondary levels are still high. Most 

secondary schools do not have science labs, computer rooms, libraries, and teaching aids 

or workshops in accordance with the curriculum framework (MoEYS, 2019a). Moreover, 

UNESCO (2017), UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS) and the Global Education 

Monitoring Report (GEM) 2017 estimate that some 61 million children of primary school 

age (6 to 11 years), 62 million of lower secondary school age (12 to 14 years) and 141 

million youth of upper secondary school age (15 to 17 years) are out of school in the 

world.   

 In the context of Cambodia, dropout at upper secondary school level is high, at 

18.3 percent in School Year 2017/18 (MoEYS, 2019a).  According to the Public 

Education Statistics & Indicators (2018-2019), (2019-2020) indicated that the dropout 

rates in upper secondary school level (grades 10- 12) for the whole kingdom was the 

same, 16.90% in School Year 2017/18 and in School Year 2018/2019 (MoEYS, 2019b, 

2020c). Moreover, the data also shows that the dropout rate in upper secondary school for 

the rural area is higher than the urban area. In School Year 2017-2018, there are 15.60% 

in the urban area and 17.50% in the rural area. Not different, in School Year 2018-2019, 

there are 14.8% in the urban area and 17.80% in the rural area.  

 The COVID-19 pandemic has had a devastating impact on education systems 

globally, including in Cambodia. Since the official announcement of the implementation 

of early vacation and the postponement of the reopening of schools across the country, 
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the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, together with relevant stakeholders, has been 

working hard to promote distance learning, to enable students to continue their studies 

safely from home (MoEYS, 2020d). A global pandemic has closed schools, exacerbated 

child poverty and risks to halt development opportunities for children across Cambodia. 

More than three million children have been affected by school closures in the country, 

and the scale of this crisis threatens to roll back years of progress and leave the most 

vulnerable deprived of essential services in protection, education, health, nutrition, and 

water. The impact could span generations (UNICEF, 2020). In March 2020, the 

Government announced a nationwide school closure. This affected millions of students in 

the country as many had limited ability to keep learning from home due to a lack of 

internet connection and equipment combined with limited technical skills and access to 

ICT tools (OpenDevelopment Cambodia, 2020). At least 24 million students could drop 

out of school due to the coronavirus pandemic, UN says (Feuer, 2020). In the context of 

Cambodia, the analysis revealed that the country currently suffers from a high drop-out 

rate, particularly in lower and upper secondary education, and that quality learning 

remains a major challenge. The World Bank Cambodia’s May 2020 Economic Update 

highlights that COVID-19 and the long-term school closures will likely result in student 

learning lagging behind, due to learning losses and increases in the risk of school drop-

out in the medium term (MoEYS, 2020a). 

 According to the school principal, the dropout rates in the selected school was 

11.50% in SY 2017-2018, decreased to 10.50% in SY 2018-2019, and increased to 

18.50% in SY 2019-2020. The data shows that the dropout rate was rising from one level 

to another, especially in the time of COVID-19, SY 2019-2020. It indicated that in the 

time of COVID-19 pandemic the selected school also faced the higher dropout rates that 
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researcher considered and have to conduct the research to gather information which 

necessary to solve the problem.   

1.3 Research Purposes 

  This study is intended to provide understanding of the current causes of dropout in 

rural upper secondary school in the time of COVID-19 pandemic. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

  The present study aims: 

1) To identify the characteristics and demographic profiles of dropout 

 students during school closures due to COVID-19 pandemic. 

2) To explore the key factors influencing students’ decision to drop out 

 during school closure due to COVID-19 pandemic. 

3) To explore the immediate consequences of school dropout during school  

  closures due to COVID-19 pandemic.  

1.5 Research Questions 

  In order to achieve the objectives, three specific research questions are listed in 

the following: 

1) What are the characteristics and demographic profiles of dropout students?  

2) What are the key factors that influence students’ dropout in upper 

secondary school in the time of COVID-19 pandemic? 

3) What are the immediate consequences of dropouts during COVID-19 

pandemic? 

1.6 Significance of the Study 
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 This current study provides the basic knowledge to pedagogical students, teachers, 

other researchers, and stakeholders for many reasons. First, because of this study intends 

to identify the characteristics and demographic profiles of dropout students during school 

closures due to COVID-19, teachers or educators get some knowledge to recognize 

students who are at risk to drop out of school. Second, regarding the key factors 

influencing students’ decision to drop out during school closure due to COVID-19, this 

study also provides important information about possible and real causes that educators 

and stakeholders could analyze to prevent students from dropping out of school. 

Moreover, it contributes to a better understanding of parents’ involvement, and 

communities’ involvement in motivating the students for schooling because the study 

finds out the effective strategies to fulfill the shortage that push students to dropout. 

Importantly, this study helps teachers to reflect about what they have done well as well as 

what they have to improve in order to help students to stay in school for both, the normal 

condition and pandemic condition. Finally, this study would become a document for the 

relevant research studies in which findings provide important information to teachers as 

well as educators to understand about the dropout problems and find the suitable solution 

to overcome it as well as to motivate students to continue their studying until graduation. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 With reference to the many different studies conducted on different research sites, 

methodologies which related to school dropout, this chapter reviews in detail about the 

Cambodia’s education during COVID-19 outbreaks, and moves to the impact of COVID-

19 in the education system as well as school dropout prevention. Moreover, it identifies 

the characteristics and demographic profiles of dropout students, the key factors 

influencing students’ decision to drop out, and the consequences of school dropout.  

2.1 Cambodia’s Education During COVID-19 Outbreaks 

 On February 11, 2020, the World Health Organization proposed an official name 

of the virus as COVID-19, an acronym for Coronavirus disease 2019. It was first 

identified in Wuhan, China on December 31, 2019 (WHO, 2020a). On March 11, 2020 

the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 as a pandemic (WHO, 

2020b). 

 The COVID-19 pandemic in Cambodia is part of the in-progress worldwide 

pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) which first case was detected on a 

Chinese national in Sihanoukville on 27 January 2020 (Asia, 2020). On 7 March, a 38-

year-old man in Siem Reap was the first Cambodian diagnosed with the coronavirus. He 

was among four Cambodians placed under quarantine at the Siem Reap Provincial 

Referral Hospital because of direct contact with a Japanese citizen who left Cambodia on 

Tuesday that week and tested positive upon arrival at the Chubu Centrair International 

Airport near Nagoya, Japan. At the same time, some 40 other people in Siem Reap have 

been isolated under medical supervision because of indirect contact with the Japanese 

man. 
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 The government prompted the decision to close all schools and cancelled the 

celebration of the upcoming Khmer New Year (Chhengpor, 2020). On 14 March, 

MOEYS published an article, declaring to close down all educational institutes in Phnom 

Penh and Siem Reap until further notice (TOP NEWS, 2020). Moreover, on 16 March, 

2020, The Ministry of Education announced the closure of all public and private 

educational institutions across the country (Khemara & Narin, 2020). On 26 August, 

2020, the government announced its decision to reopen kindergartens, primary and 

secondary schools- both public and private on 7 September, 2020 (Vantha, 2020). 

Schools in Cambodia reopened on the next Monday after a six-month closure due to the 

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic but to strictly adhere to the guidelines issued by the 

Ministry of Health to curb the virus spread (Xinhua, 2020). After signing a memorandum 

of understanding (MoU) between the Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade 

Peter Szijjarto and the Cambodian Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Veng 

Sakhon at a ceremony presided over by Prime Minister Hun Sen on November 23, 2020, 

the Minister of Education, Youth and Sports Hang Chuon Naron announced that both 

state and private schools in Phnom Penh and Kandal province would be closed for two 

weeks to prevent the spread of COVID-19 (Kunthear, 2020). Finally, on 17 November, 

2020, MOEYS published an article, declaring the operation of all public schools in SY 

2020/2021 on 11 January, 2021 (MoEYS, 2020b). 

2.2 The Impact of COVID-19 in Education System  

  On 16 March 2020, the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) took the decision 

to close all education institutions, together with public and private schools, as a 

prevention of the spread of COVID-19. These school closures have resulted in 

disturbance to learning processes in all of Cambodia’s estimated 13,482 schools, from 
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preschool to upper secondary schools, with an estimated 3.2 million students affected 

(UNICEF, MoEYS, Save the Children, 2021). 

  UNESCO (2020) released that at the height of COVID-19, schools in 192 

countries were closed, keeping 1.6 billion students away from school. Moreover, by mid-

September, UNICEF also recorded that 870 million students, or half the world’s student 

population in 51 countries, were still unable to return to school. In the same analysis, 

UNICEF predicted that the pandemic threatened to push at least 24 million students out of 

school completely. 

 According to MoEYS (2021), students from households with valid ID Poor card 

were found to be at higher risk of drop-out compared to students from non-ID Poor card 

households.  

 According to the World Bank Group (2020), dropout risk is raised, as the lack of 

encouragement from teachers reduces the attachment to schooling for marginal students. 

2.3 School Dropout Prevention  

 Although secondary school enrolment rates achieved their targets, MoEYS must 

pay more attention to reducing student dropout by addressing geographical issues and 

other reasons that students do not pursue their learning. MoEYS must develop appropriate 

strategies to assist students to stay in school. These could include enhancing the 

scholarship programme, an early warning system to reduce student dropout, 

implementing SBM, classroom management and new curricula, and encouraging students 

to be more active in the classroom (MoEYS, 2019a).  

 Moreover, in the time of COVID-19 pandemic MoEYS has cooperated with 

development partners and has taken actions to make sure that students are safe, protected 

and healthy, in face of school closure. It includes the production of information, education 

and communication materials and correlated risk communication activities; support in 
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building stronger and stronger learning environments; providing of basic hygiene supplies 

to schools; support with school and student grants; the ID Poor cash transfer programme, 

and providing school meals to children from poor households; and school preparedness 

for safe school re-opening. Regarding engaging students’ learning, MoEYS made efforts 

on continuous distance learning to students from pre-school to upper secondary school 

with variety platforms such as online learning which includes MoEYS e-learning website, 

Facebook page, YouTube channel, Krou Cambodia and Komar Rien Koma Cheh, the 

ministry’s official Facebook page for early grade learning. Furthermore, with the support 

of many development partners, MoEYS has started continuous distance learning 

programmes through a new dedicated education television channel (TVK2) and on radio. 

The television channel focused on learning content relevant to students from pre-school to 

upper secondary, while the radio programmes focused on reaching children engaged in 

pre-school and multilingual education from Grades 1 to 3 (MoEYS, 2020a).   

 In addition, since teachers plays very important roles in supporting students to 

learn by distance, MoEYS has established a set of guidelines outlining teachers’ roles and 

responsibilities in this area such as establishing online learning groups with students and 

parents or caregivers, providing information on how to access continuous learning 

programmes, ensuring that students could access additional paper-based learning 

materials/textbooks, and conducting home visits to facilitate and monitor distance 

learning activities (MoEYS, 2020a). 

2.4 The Characteristics and Demographic Profiles of Dropout Students   

 According to many researches, student individual factors have been widely 

documented to play a vital role in determining school dropout. Among the main factors, 

we can cite absenteeism (Christle, Te, & Nelson, 2007; Heng, Sok, & No, 2016; Mughal, 

Aldridge, & Monaghan, 2019; TAŞ, BORA, SELVİTOPU, & DEMİRKAYA, 2013; 
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Weybright, Caldwell, Xie, Wegner, & Smith, 2017), low self-esteem (Heng et al., 2016), 

the inability to meet the standards of education (Mughal et al., 2019; Şahin, Arseven, & 

Kılıç, 2016), poor educational background (Heng et al., 2016; Mughal et al., 2019), 

intensive curriculum (TAŞ et al., 2013) , failing in examination (Mughal et al., 2019; 

TAŞ et al., 2013), grade repetition (Christle et al., 2007; TAŞ et al., 2013; Weybright et 

al., 2017), problems with school administration and peers (TAŞ et al., 2013), 

encountering the wrong person to be friends with (TAŞ et al., 2013), lower levels of 

intrinsic motivation (Weybright et al., 2017), higher rates of alcohol and tobacco use 

(Weybright et al., 2017).  

2.5 The Causes of Dropout  

 There is no single reason why students drop out of high school. The following 

sections describes problems and the possible causes and factors of dropout in detail. 

 According to many researches, there are many possible causes that influence 

students’ decision to drop out of school. Generally, they found that that students who are 

unable to meet the standards of education have the higher risk to drop out of school 

(Mughal et al., 2019; Şahin et al., 2016). Poor teaching quality in early classes and poor 

educational background are also important- students complained about poor quality 

teaching especially at public schools in remote rural areas. (Heng et al., 2016; Mughal et 

al., 2019). Other factors include intensive curriculum (TAŞ et al., 2013) , failing in 

examination- this failure is an evidence that most students are unable to stay in school 

anymore (Mughal et al., 2019; TAŞ et al., 2013), grade repetition (Christle et al., 2007; 

TAŞ et al., 2013; Weybright et al., 2017), lower levels of intrinsic motivation (Weybright 

et al., 2017), higher rates of alcohol and tobacco use (Weybright et al., 2017). In addition, 

the home learning environment is also another factor that leads students to stay in school 

or drop out of school- students who have many works to do at home also have the higher 
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risk to drop out of school because they do not have the time to extend study support at 

home (Mughal et al., 2019).  

 Moreover, lack of social security provision for families (Mughal et al., 2019), lack 

of student enrollment campaign and dropout prevention within both urban and rural 

community (Heng et al., 2016), little community support and awareness of the issues of 

dropout (Heng et al., 2016) also contributed to drop out of school.  

 Regarding the time of COVID-19 pandemic, dropout has increased. Global 

evidence indicates that the longer students are out of school, the less likely they are to 

return. For the most marginalized children, missing out on school–even if only for a 

couple of weeks–can lead to negative outcomes that last a lifetime (MoEYS, 2020a). 

Moreover, during this pandemic, children with disabilities are two times more likely to be 

out of school than their non-disabled peers in Cambodia (MoEYS, 2020a).  

2.6 The Consequences of School Dropout   

 School dropout is the culmination of a long-term process, not an event, which may 

begin prior to the start of formal schooling. Moreover, the consequences of dropping out 

can extend beyond an individual’s lifetime. Students who drop out of high school are 

more likely to be unemployed, to earn less than those who graduate, to be on public 

assistance, and to end up in prison (Christle et al., 2007). Moreover, Global evidence 

shows that children who lack education have a lower life expectancy and experience 

poorer health outcomes (MoEYS, 2020a). Regarding the immediate consequences, 

dropout of school creates a heightened risk of children witnessing or suffering violence 

and abuse as global literature shows that for girls, especially those living in poor 

households, the risks are even higher. When girls remain out of school they are at higher 

risk of sexual exploitation and abuse (MoEYS, 2020a). On the other hand, after dropping 

out of school, some dropouts had to assist with domestic chores, including helping their 
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parents work on the land (Mughal et al., 2019). Hence, there is a need for Cambodia’s 

response and recovery strategies to try to minimize school drop-out, especially for 

children already vulnerable or at-risk of dropping out.  

CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 This chapter describes the procedures and practices in conducting the research. It 

also presents the methods for the study which includes the research design, sample and 

sampling techniques, instruments, data collection procedure, data analysis, ethical 

consideration, work plan, and scope and limitation. 

3.1 Research Design 

 The present study employed the qualitative research approach to obtain a better 

understanding of the complexity of research inquiry for school dropouts. Research studies 

that investigate the quality of relationships, activities, situations, or materials are 

frequently referred to as qualitative research (Fraenkel, Wallen, & Hyun, 2012). 

According to the nature of the study, a single-case study was used in this study. A case 

study research is a qualitative research approach in which researchers focus on a unit of 

study known as a bounded system (e.g., individual teachers, a classroom, or a school) 

(Mills & Gay, 2016). Moreover, the case study method explores a real life, contemporary 

bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded systems (cases) over time, through detailed, 

in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information and reports a case 

description and case themes (Creswell, 2012).  

3.2 Sample Size and Sampling Technique 

 To explore the various reasons for upper secondary school dropout, one school 

was chosen based on the high dropout rates. The school was located in a rural area in 
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Siem Reap province. Twelfth participants participated in this study: five dropout students 

from grades 10 and 12, three parents of dropout students, three teachers, and a school 

principal. To reach and get the information, the researcher employed the snowball 

sampling technique and purposive sampling technique. Snowball sampling refers to the 

way to select a few people who fit a researcher’s needs, then use those participants to 

identify additional participants, and so on, until the researcher has enough participants. 

Moreover, snowballing is most useful when it is difficult to find participants of the type 

needed. On the other hand, purposive sampling, also referred to as judgment sampling, is 

the process of selecting a sample that is believed to be representative of a given 

population. In other words, the researcher selects the sample using his experience and 

knowledge of the group to be sampled (Mills & Gay, 2016).  

3.3 Research Instrument 

 The term instrumentation refers to the entire process of collecting data in a 

research investigation (Fraenkel et al., 2012). Since the objectives of the study intended to 

gain a better understanding of the characteristics and demographic profiles of dropout 

students, of factors that contribute for the students’ dropout, and of the immediate 

consequences of school dropout, four semi-structured question guides were developed for 

dropouts, dropouts’ parents, teachers, and school principal. Moreover, In-Depth Interview 

(IDI) was used to collect the data of this research study. A qualitative data collection 

method, in-depth interviews offer the opportunity to capture rich, descriptive data about 

how people think and behave, and unfold complex processes. In-depth interviews are 

normally carried out face to face so that a rapport can be created with respondents. In 

addition, the question guides were developed according to the literature review which 

reviewed the previous studies in many countries including Cambodia. Moreover, the 
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question guides was also adapted from (Heng et al., 2016; UNICEF Cambodia, 2020) that 

can lead participants to provide specific and enough information for this study which 

included the characteristics and demographic profile of dropout students, key factors that 

influence dropout, and immediate consequences of school dropout. 

3.4 Data Collection Procedure 

 Dropout students were purposively selected with reference to the dropout rate 

reported in the data collected by the school principal. All participants were requested for 

consent before participating in this study and treated with great caution to protect their 

privacy. Any identities of the participants were not required in any form. Moreover, the 

five steps were conducted as follows. The first step was to identify participants and sites 

to be studied and to engage in a sampling strategy that was best to help the researcher 

understand the central phenomenon and the research questions. Second, the next phase 

was to gain access to these individuals and sites by obtaining permissions. Third, once 

permissions were in place, the researcher considered what types of information will best 

answer research questions. Fourth, at the same time, interviews began with a brief review 

of the purpose of the research, an assurance of confidentiality, and description of 

participant rights. Finally, the researcher administered the data collection with special 

attention to potential ethical issues that may arise. To obtain some understanding of the 

context of the school, interviews were conducted with the school principal, teachers, 

dropouts’ parents, and dropouts’ students lasted between 30 and 45 min.  

 Moreover, the researcher also collected data from the secondary data. Secondary 

data is the data that has already been collected through primary sources and made readily 

available for researchers to use for their own research. Sources of secondary data includes 

books, personal sources, journal, newspaper, website, government record etc. In this 
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study, the researcher has collected from many websites such ResearchGate, Springer, 

Google Scholar, Google, Hun Sen Library, MoEYS website.  

3.5 Data Analysis 

 Data analysis in qualitative research involves summarizing data in a dependable 

and accurate manner and leads to the presentation of study findings in a manner that has 

an air of un-deniability (Mills & Gay, 2016) . After completing the data collection with 

dropout students, dropout’ parents, teachers, and school principals, the process of data 

analysis had started. To analyze data, these six steps below were used to provide concrete 

illustrations of potential codes and themes that might emerge in the study. First, the 

researcher organized and prepared the data for analysis. Because the researcher collected 

data from many sources, the data organization was the first step to sort and arrange the 

data into different types depending on the sources of information. This involved 

transcribing interviews. Second, the researcher read or looked at all the data. This 

required the researcher to read the data, several times, to get a sense of what it contains. 

Third, the researcher started coding all the data. Coding is the process of segmenting and 

labeling text to form descriptions and broad themes in the data. Fourth, the researcher 

used the coding process to generate a small number of themes or categories. Fifth, the 

thematic and content analysis were used to analyze data. According to Fraenkel et al. 

(2012), Content analysis is a technique that enables researchers to study human behavior 

in an indirect way, through an analysis of their communications. Thematic analysis is a 

method of analyzing qualitative data. It is usually applied to a set of texts, such as 

interview transcripts. The researcher closely examines the data to identify common 

themes – topics, ideas, and patterns of meaning that come up repeatedly. Sixth, the 

researcher made an interpretation of the meaning of the research. This interpretation 
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consisted of advancing personal views, making comparisons between the findings and the 

literature, and suggesting limitations and future research.  

3.6 Ethical Considerations 

 Ethical considerations play a role in all research studies, and all researchers must 

be aware of and attend to the ethical considerations related to their studies (Mills & Gay, 

2016) . In this study, the researcher used the consent letter to ask and inform the school 

principal about the topic and research purpose. Moreover, before conducting the 

interview, the researcher asked and informed respondents whether they were available or 

not by informing them about the topic and purpose of the study, and the duration of the 

interview. On the other hand, to ensure confidentiality, the researcher used pseudonyms 

for all participants. 

 Regarding the secondary data, the researcher has cited and acknowledged the 

authors who have tried their best to keep such valuable sources for other researchers as 

well as new generation.   
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS/FINDINGS 

 In this chapter, the researcher demonstrates the results which obtained from the 

data analysis including the characteristic and demographic profile of dropouts, the factors 

that contributes to drop out, and the immediate consequences of dropouts.  

4.1 Background Information of the Participants 

 Four different kinds of participants involved in this study include students who 

have dropped out of school, dropouts’ parents, teachers, and a school principal.  

Table 1: Demographic information about dropouts  

 Age (Year) Gender Dropout Grade 

Student 1 (ST 1) 18 Male 10 

Student 2 (ST 2) 17 Female 10 

Student 3 (ST 3) 18 Female 11 

Student 4 (ST 4) 19 Female 11 

Student 5 (ST 5) 21 Female 12 

 

There were five dropouts who participated in this study. Two students dropped out 

when they were at grade 10, other two students who dropped out when they were in grade 

11, and another one was dropped out when she was in grade 12.  

Table 2: Demographic information about teachers and the school principal  

 Age (Year) Gender Experience  

Teacher 1 (T 1) 27 Male 4 

Teacher 2 (T 2) 30 Female 5 

Teacher 3 (T 3) 29 Male 8 

School Principal (T 4) 51 Male 6 
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There were three teachers who participated in this study. One of them is a 

mathematics teacher who was a grade 10 homeroom teacher, another one is a chemistry 

teacher who was a grade 11 homeroom teacher, and the last one is Moral-Civics teacher 

who was a grade 10 homeroom teacher. Importantly, a school principal also participated 

in this study.  

Table 3: Demographic information about dropouts’ parents  

 Age (Year) Gender Career 

Parents 1 (P 1) 48 Female Farmer 

Parents 2 (P 2) 43 Male Builder 

Parents 3 (P 3) 43 Female Farmer 

 

There were three dropouts’ parents who were involved in this study. Two of them 

are farmers and another one is a builder.  

4.2 The Characteristics and Demographic Profiles of Dropout Students 

 This session illustrates the characteristics and demographic profiles of dropout 

students in the selected school. Based on the data, various characteristics were found. 

 First, it is about the age of the member in the family. There are five dropout 

students who participated in this study. Four of them are eighteen years old and more than 

that, whereas there is only one participant who is only seventeen years old. Moreover, 

four dropout students are the oldest child, whereas there is only one dropout student who 

is the youngest child in the family. It indicated that family size either big or small, was 

not recognized in this study. 

 Second, it is about parents’ career and educational level. All dropout’ parents are 

farmers and most of them had low educational levels. The result from this study showed 
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that four of dropout’s parents hadn’t finished primary education, whereas there is only 

one dropout’s father who had finished high school. Moreover, it also indicated that nearly 

all of dropout’ parents got very little education that was very hard with job opportunities 

and it is the hard way to motivate their children to stay in school. 

 Third, it is about like and dislike things about school before leaving. All 

participants reported that they all have the opportunity to study and get new knowledge, 

and spend time together with peers/friends. However, there was a participant who 

reported that “I hate when some students look down on me because I am not an 

outstanding student like them”. The data showed that most of them were enjoyable at 

school. 

 Fourth, it’s about the importance of education to them. When asking about “How 

school/ education is important to you?” All dropouts willingly reveal that it is very 

important. ST3 reported that, “Studying provided me with knowledge, concepts, 

experiences,  and helped people to get a better job in the future”. 

 In this case, school principals, teachers, and parents also emphasize that valuing 

education of people in this community depends on their living standard and level of 

education. Moreover, they mentioned that some middle class, rich and educated families 

value someone who is educated because they have enough resources to support their 

children and support them to continue their studying until they graduate, whereas some 

poor and uneducated families seem not to really value education because they don’t know 

how much education can help their children. However, some poor and uneducated 

families value education because they think that education can help their children to get 

the future bright but they cannot support their children to go to school. 
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 Fifth, it is about location. The selected school is in one district which includes 

twelve communes. “Students who study in this school are from nine communes and the 

farthest one is around twenty-five kilometers from school,” said the school principal.  

 Mainly, students who dropped out of school tend to have family who are staying 

far away from school. The result from this study illustrated that there are around twelve to 

twenty-five kilometers from their home to the school and they have to spend around 

fifteen to thirty minutes to reach school by their motorbike. Among all of them, four 

students reported that they own a motorbike, whereas two participants reported that they 

have no motorbike- they have only a bicycle and they need to stay at school and their 

relative's home which is near the school. 

 Sixth, it is about trouble at school. Three of them reported that they have never 

been in trouble, whereas two participants reported that she/he has ever been in trouble. 

ST4 reported that it was a kind of bullying, “One or two of my classmates bullied me 

about the face that I am a poor student”. Moreover, ST 3 also reported that, “I was in 

trouble when I got the low score in the examinations or when I dialed for some subjects”. 

However, ST 1 stated, “I have never been in trouble but I have seen my friends in trouble 

when it was time to study with teachers who are very strict and nasty”. 

 Seventh, it is about spending time with friends in school and outside school. In 

this case, only two participants reported that they had many friends in school, whereas 

three of them reported that they did not have many friends in school. ST 5 reported that, 

“I have only two close friends in school. My close friends have already dropped out of 

school”. 

 Moreover, all participants reported that they had many friends outside school but 

they did not spend much time with them because most of them did not live in the village 
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anymore. The data also illustrate that nearly fifty percent dropped out of school and 

migrated or immigrated to find work. They also reported that some of their friends work 

as electricians, truck drivers, and factory workers. ST1 reported that: 

 Most of my friends who I have known since I was young, have already dropped 

 out. However, some of my friends who I have known since I have studied at 

 lower secondary school, are continuing their study. He added that they are now 

 become truck drivers, electricians, labor force and construction workers. 

 In addition, ST4 reported that, “forty percent of my friends were already dropouts 

and they are labor force, construction workers, and factory workers.” 

 Eighth, it is about his/her role model. Four of them reported that they have their 

own role model, whereas only one of them reported that he has never thought about that. 

The role models of four dropouts are their friend as well as class monitor, teachers, uncle. 

ST 5 reported that, “My role model was my teacher to teach students with high 

commitment and fairness, I have ever wished to be a teacher like him.” 

 Ninth, it is about lateness and absenteeism. All dropout students mentioned that 

they are rarely absent or late- there were three participants who said that they came to 

school late or are absent from school no more than two times per week, whereas two of 

them reported that they were rarely late and absent from school, only around two or three 

times per month. However, all of them added that they all have reasons for going to 

school late or be absent such as doing housework, helping mother for selling, joining 

other events such as weddings and other events. ST1 reported that, “every morning, I 

have to help my mother open the store- my mother is selling porridge and I have to spend 

around twenty-five minutes to reach school”. Moreover, ST3 reported that, “sometimes I 
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get up late and reach school around 7: 10 AM. I have to be absent because the school 

gates are closed. I have to go back home”. 

 Tenth, it is about planning to leave school. When asking “Have you ever planned 

to leave school?” None of them reported that they have ever planned to leave school. It 

was clearly recognizable that all dropouts have just decided to leave school during the 

time of COVID-19 pandemic. 

 In short, results from data analysis showed that the demographic profiles of 

dropouts were associated with family size, parents who received low education, families 

with low incomes, the location is far away from school.  

4.3 The Keys Factors Influence Students’ Dropout of Upper Secondary School in the 

Time of COVID-19 Pandemic 

 After interviews with school principal, teachers, dropouts, and dropouts’ parents, 

several key factors influence students’ dropout of upper secondary school students in the 

time of COVID-19 pandemic were found. 

 4.3.1 Long-term School Closure 

 Long-term school closure is the primary reason for dropouts. One of the most 

important and immediate causes associated with dropping out is long-term school closure. 

Since the COVID-19 outbreak in late March 2019, the education sector has been 

impacted very hard-students could not go to school and some activities which related to 

teaching and learning process were interrupted that made them lack satisfaction in their 

learning. Relating to the schools has been closing very long time, all dropout students 

mentioned the same that it was their primary reason for dropout of school. In this case, 

the school principal and all teachers also raised this problem. In the time of school 
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closure, teachers don't have activities to boost the learning engagement processes. T2 

reported that “because waiting for school re-opening is too long, they were free, so their 

parents ask them to help with their housework.” Similarly, T4 also indicated that: 

 The school closure started from the middle of March until the end of May.  

 Because it was the first time for us to meet this pandemic, we did not have 

 some action plan and activities to boost students' learning engagement, we 

 were just waiting for the announcement from the MoEYS. Until the end of 

 May, we had some activities to re-activate education in the form of distance 

 learning. In this case, all teachers had to go to the village where students were 

 living and inform them to come to school to take some learning material such as 

 summary lesson, exercises as well as questions to do at home and  return to 

 school in the next week. 

 4.3.2 Low Academic Performance 

 Long-term school closure also influences students to drop out of school for other 

reasons such as; low academic performance. When they all were asked to provide the 

reason for their poor academic background, all dropout students reported that they drop 

out of their upper secondary school because they all were not taught very suitably, which 

made it difficult to catch up the lesson very well during the distance learning. At the end 

of May 2022, all students were informed about distance learnings. Students who represent 

their group in the village have to go to school to take some material to read and exercises 

to do and return back to school on the same day next week. That teaching and learning 

activities made dropout students feel that they were not able to meet the standard of their 

grade education because they didn’t get any explanations about the lesson, they just came 

to school and took some materials and did it by themselves. ST4 stated that:  
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 When our teachers were informed about distance learning, I was very stressed 

 that I could hardly understand the lesson, one thing that I had to do was going 

 to school to take the summary lesson and copy it to my books. Moreover, I have 

 to do exercises by myself without any explanation from teachers and turn it back 

 to teachers. Once again, these activities from day to day made me very stressed 

 and unmotivated in learning. I felt that I got nothing from this distance learning, 

 so I decided to drop out. 

 Similarly, ST 5 reported that, “I don’t know how to complete the task provided, 

especially for mathematics and other science subjects such as chemistry, physic, biology 

because I did not learn about the theory- I’ve just got the formulas like they are already in 

the book.” 

 Evidence from ST 1 who took part also stated, “I am not an outstanding student 

and I lost my interest in studying since I could not go to school because I recognized that 

my abilities were getting down and I felt that my abilities were not fit with my grade.” 

 Other dropout students mentioned similar experiences regarding the lack of 

experiences of teaching and learning distancing at their school context in the rural area. 

 In this case, the dropouts’ parents also reported that they wanted their child to go 

to study until the end high school, but their child refused and complained that he/she 

found it hard to understand the lesson”. 

 In short, the findings from this study showed that in the context of distance 

learning, students were facing the difficulty to catch up the lesson. Moreover, students 

who experienced such a weak academic background, they could not deal successfully 

with the context of distance learning, and thus it led to drop out of school. P 1 stated: 
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“My child told me that she could not catch up the lesson in her grade and she told me that 

if COVID-19 pandemic would not disappear very soon, she would not be able to pass the 

national exam for sure because she felt that she knew nothing.” Not different, P 3 also 

mentioned that, “My child is not an outstanding student- she just got the passing score 

since her primary school. In the time of COVID-19 pandemic, she told me that she had no 

feeling to learn anymore.” 

 4.3.3 Poor Teaching and Learning Quality 

 The findings from this study illustrated that poor teaching’ quality has a negative 

impact for students, especially in the time of COVID-19 pandemic. All dropouts reported 

that both students and teachers could not adapt to this pandemic situation, thus it led to 

poor students’ engagement. Moreover, some teachers and students have been able to 

access distance learning in the time of school closure while many of them have struggled 

with it.ST 1 reported, “By practicing distance learning, I could not control myself to learn 

as well as focus on learning processes”. In this case teachers themselves also mentioned, 

“I don’t know how to teach students via online, I’ve just provided them with the summary 

lesson and exercises to do and turn back. Moreover, I’ve just forwarded some videos from 

MoEYS to students’ groups.” Similar, school principal also reported, “To be honest, most 

teachers in this school have limited technology-related capabilities. So, it was difficult to 

adapt to this new situation, COVID-19 pandemic.” 

 In short, both teachers and students could not adapt to a situation such as the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, it affected their teaching and learning processes.  

  4.3.4 Missed Communication 

 Missing communication was another reason for dropout of school. The findings 

from this study showed that in the time of school closure, teachers haven’t had any 
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activities to boost the learning engagement processes. In this case, teachers and students 

were just staying silent to wait the school re-opening announcement. Moreover, missing 

communication also led students to drop out of school because they did not know what 

they should do in the time of school closure as well as in the time for conducting such a 

distance learning. ST 2 reported that, “I have never planned to drop out of school. 

Because of COVID-19 pandemic, I have been procrastinating. I have been to Phnom 

Penh to work and I did not do the tasks provided by school, so my name was noted as 

repeated class so I decided to drop out.” 

 4.3.5 Children’ Roles at Home  

 Children’ roles at home were another reason that influenced dropout. The data 

illustrated that helping family with farming, and other housework also made some 

students lose attention in studying. ST 2 reported, “distance learning as well as learning 

from home, is much duplicated because sometimes my mother asks me to do something 

as well as go somewhere. I cannot understand the lesson”. Similarly, ST 5 also indicated, 

“My parents do not understand about the distance learning, they just see that I am at home 

and they ask me to go somewhere to do something, etc.” 

 4.3.6 Poverty 

 Poverty was another reason for dropout. There were three participants who 

reported about this problem. ST 1 reported, “My father was in debt, so I have to find a job 

to get some money and help him as much as possible.” ST 3 also reported that, “In the 

time of school closing, I decided to find a job to get some money to support my studies 

when the school opened, but I cannot come back because I have just found a job and 

worked for three weeks, I heard that the school was re-open. I decided to drop out.” 

Moreover, ST 4 mentioned that, “I have no mother, nowadays I live with my father and 
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grandmother. They don’t have enough money to support my studies as my sisters are 

studying at secondary school too. So, I decided to drop out to find a job to get some 

money to support my sisters.” Evidence from T4, “Because of poverty some students 

were persuaded to work at Phnom Penh and other provinces by recruiters in the 

community”.  

  4.3.7 Getting Married 

 The results from this study also indicated that one of the factors that led students 

to drop out of school was getting married. While waiting to go to school, two students 

decided to get married and now one of them has a baby already. ST3 reported that, “I’ve 

decided to get married on November 2021 because I did not go to school anymore and I 

did not know when the school is re-opened.” 

4.4 The Consequences of School Dropout 

 This session illustrates the consequences of dropout students in the selected 

school. Based on the data, various consequences were found. 

 As we all know, education is very important for students in creating chances for 

themselves and educating them to stay away from illegal activities. 

 The results from this study showed that after dropping out of school, some 

students haven’t had a job yet, whereas other students are working in factory, working as 

builders, and learning skills for their future. T1 reported that: 

 Last year, I was a home room teacher in grade 10. There were eleven students  

 who dropped out of school in that year and eight of them dropped out in the 

 time of COVID-19. Three of them now are working as builders, two are 
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 working in a factory, and another one is working as a mechanics, for the others 

 students I don’t have any information. 

 Moreover, T 2 reported that, “As I know, two of my female students are already 

getting married, three dropout students migrated to other provinces or Phnom Penh to 

work at factory, while three of my male students are learning skills as mechanics.” 

 More importantly, T 3 mentioned that: 

 There are five students who dropped out of school in the time of COVID-19. One 

 of my female students is working as a waitress, one male student is running 

 his own business with his family, and another one is learning to repair 

 motorbikes. Moreover, two of my female students have already gotten married, 

 one of them is  pregnant while another one is just giving birth to her child. 

 In addition, ST1 reported that: 

 Now I’m working at Phnom Penh, working as a dental prosthetist where I can 

 earn some money to support my family. Working  here, a room is 

 provided and I have to work from 7:00 AM to 11:30 AM and 1:30 PM to 6:00 

 PM.”. When asking about the salary, ST1 emphasized that “I get 130$ per  month 

 and other bonuses. Totally around 250$ per month.   

 ST 2 reported that, “After dropping out of school, I went to work in Siem Reap 

province for five months. Now I'm back home because I’ve just got engaged. I have no 

work now, just help my parents as a farmer.” Moreover, ST3 reported that, “Now I’m at 

Phnom Penh, working as a coffee seller that I can earn 170$ per month. However, I 
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planned to have my own café in the future.” Similarly, ST 4 reported that, “Now I’m at 

Phnom Penh, working at babysitter that I can earn 200$ per month.” 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 

 As has been mentioned, school dropout is a serious problem that occurs in both 

developed and developing countries.  

 This study has analyzed the factors of school dropout in the time of COVID-19 

from the perspective of rural upper secondary school dropouts, dropouts’ parents, 

teachers, and the school principal who is relevant to this study. Four groups of 

participants have direct knowledge and experience of school dropout, which is why their 

information on the topic can help us understand the problems as well as the real causes 

and identify possible strategies to deal with it.  

 The results of this study show that, from the teachers as well as dropouts reported, 

the factors most likely relevant to school dropout in the time of COVID-19 is related to 

long term school closure. This result is consistent with the report of UNICEF (2020), 

these school closures have resulted in disturbance to learning processes in all of 

Cambodia’s estimated 13,482 schools, from preschool through to upper secondary 

schools, with an estimated 3.2 million students affected. Authors such as (Mughal et al., 

2019; Şahin et al., 2016) have found another factor that pushes students to drop out is 

poor educational background. This study also found that most students who have poor 

educational background as well as lower performance dropped out in the time of COVID-

19 because they hardly understand the contents since teachers are also not familiar with 

proposing students to adapt distance learning. Moreover, by just taking summary lessons 

as well as homework that was assigned from school, students were not able to catch up 

with the lesson. According to other studies, the dropout reason is related to family-based 

problems such as socio-economic status and low income (Heng et al., 2016; Mughal et 

al., 2019; Şahin et al., 2016; TAŞ et al., 2013) and MoEYS (2021), students from 

households with valid ID Poor card were found to be at higher risk of drop-out compared 
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to students from non-ID Poor card households. The result from this study also indicated 

that poverty is still the reason that led students to drop out of school, especially in the 

time of COVID-19 because COVID-19 impacted badly on the economic sector. In this 

case, low-income and middle-class families cannot support their children to continue their 

studies. Moreover, some families need their children to find jobs and have some money 

for them to support their basic needs. Regarding to poverty, MoEYS also established 

programme to support with school and student grants; the ID Poor cash transfer 

programme, and providing of school meals to children from poor households; and school 

preparedness for safe school re-opening.  

 According to the World Bank Group (2020), dropout risk is raised, by the lack of 

encouragement from teachers. According to the present study, the findings also illustrated 

that those teachers and students also struggle with distance learning that make teachers 

difficult to engage students. Moreover, due to the lack of students’ engagement, both 

teachers and students missed some information from each other. For instance, the finding 

showed that a dropout decided to drop out of school because the teacher marked her name 

to repeat the class. Regarding this problem, teachers who have participated in this study 

also illustrated that they didn’t get all students’ information and marking students as re-

exam or repeat the class was according to the numbers of exercises which students take 

from school and return back regularly. Thus, students who haven’t turned back their tasks 

may be forced to re-exam or repeat class.  

 According to (Christle et al., 2007) and World Bank Group (2020),  for long term 

consequences, students who drop out of high school are more likely to be unemployed, to 

earn less than those who graduate, to be on public assistance. Regarding the immediate 

consequences, dropout of school creates a heightened risk of children witnessing or 

suffering violence and abuse as global literature shows that for girls, especially those 
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living in poor households, the risks are even higher. However, this present study seems 

different from the previous study because participants haven’t raised up about this 

problem.  

 On the other hand, after dropping out of school, some dropouts had to assist with 

domestic chores, including helping their parents work on the land (Mughal et al., 2019). 

Comparing to this research findings, some dropouts seem like the previous study- they 

have just stay at home to help their family in farming, to be a public assistance like 

working in a restaurant, hotel, etc. Moreover, some dropouts are working in factory or 

working as a builder for male dropouts. However, the results from this study also 

indicated other consequences of dropouts in the positive ways- they are learning specific 

skills such as dental prosthetist and mechanics.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS, AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter concludes the results of the study that have found. It is also providing 

the short summary of the findings.  

6.1 Conclusion 

 The findings of this study came from qualitative data to examine the causes of 

school dropout in the time of COVID-19 in selected schools in rural areas of Siem Reap 

province. 

 Various characteristics and demographics profiles were found to contribute to 

school dropout in the time of COVID-19. They included parents’ career and academic 

performance. Many of the students who dropped out of school in the time of COVID-19 

were from families whose parents had very little education background or uneducated 

families. Beside parents’ career and academic performance, location – the dropouts were 

from the village far from school, more than fifteen kilometers.  

 The findings also emphasize many causes of dropout of school in the time of 

COVID-19. They included long-term school closure- students and teachers just wait for 

the school reopening without doing activities to boost students' learning engagement. 

Moreover, long-term school closure also led students to have low academic performance 

that is also relevant to the low of teaching and learning quality in the new situation. 

Furthermore, it is about poverty-the students were forced to drop out of school in order to 

help family in farming as well as find a job to be part in their families’ financial and 

survival.  
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 After dropping out of school, some dropouts haven’t had job yet-they’ve just 

helped their parents’ housework while others are working in factory and working as 

builders. Importantly, some of them had acquired specific skills such as mechanics.   

6.2 Limitations of the Study 

 This study was conducted using qualitative research designs to explore upper 

secondary school dropout issues in rural schools of Cambodia in the time of COVID-19. 

In this regard, the findings of this study were limited in a few respects. First, only one 

rural school in Siem Reap province was considered for this study. Second, the results 

cannot be generalized. Like all qualitative research, the results of this study are specific to 

the school that was selected, people who will participate with the study, and are not 

representative of the whole country. Third, the research cannot reach the target samples of 

dropouts’ parents which leads to a lack of important information.   

6.3 Recommendations 

 The COVID-19 pandemic affected teaching and learning processes because of 

long-term school closure that made the students struggle in their studies. It also led some 

students to drop out of school. According to the research findings, there are many 

possible causes that push and pull students to drop out of school in the time of COVID-19 

pandemic including individuals’ problems, family problems, and school problems that we 

all could consider. Even though this problem is not easy to address, the researcher would 

like to provide some recommendations that are very suitable to keep students at school 

longer. First, teachers should use multiple distance learning strategies to provide impartial 

opportunities for students’ learning. All dropouts who participated in this study 

mentioned that their studying was getting lower and lower because they have just gone to 
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school to take the paper from the teacher and turn back to them. Moreover, teachers 

themselves and the school principal also raised their weaknesses to adapt with this 

pandemic situation. In this case, the researcher does believe that if teachers can adapt a 

little faster with this situation, dropout will be reduced.  

  First, teachers should try their best to follow the set of guidelines outlining 

teachers’ roles and responsibilities that has been established by MoEYS. All dropouts 

who participated in this study mentioned that their studies were getting lower and lower 

because they have just gone to school to take the paper or worksheet from the teacher and 

turn back to them. Moreover, teachers themselves and the school principal also raised 

their weaknesses to adapt with this pandemic situation. In this case, the researcher does 

believe that if teachers can adapt a little faster with this situation, dropout will be reduced. 

Furthermore, in this situation, teachers should pay more attention to students to engage, 

motivate them and understand their needs and concerns. Importantly, teachers should pay 

more attention in continuing professional development, especially ICT in education. 

Beside this, teachers and the school principal should have strategies to identify the 

characteristics of students who are at risk to drop out of school and conduct the 

implementation to prevent students from drop out of school as much as possible as the 

school-based could. Finally, in this time of pandemic, teachers should empower students’ 

parents to understand about the importance of quality learning during school closures as 

well as distance learning to facilitate their children learning because parents also play 

very important roles to their children learning processes because the findings showed that 

all dropouts’ parents who participated in this study had lower secondary levels or are 

uneducated people.  
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 Second, students’ parents should motivate, encourage, and provide their children 

enough time for their studying. The findings also showed that dropping out of school is 

related to children’s roles at home. In this case, parents should not ask children to do 

housework that impacts their study time. Moreover, parents should try their best to 

encourage and motivate their children to do self-study as much as possible.  

 Third, students themselves should understand their roles and responsibilities as 

students. Being a student, studying at school is not enough for their improvement. In this 

case, students should not tend to this pandemic as well as school closure. They should try 

to find different ways to continue their learning processes. Moreover, they should pay 

more attention in their learning processes by trying to get the information for school 

because this research study also found that missing communication is another cause that 

led students to drop out of school. More importantly, students should improve their 

critical thinking skills as well as soft skills because it can help them much to adapt with 

situation both in their learning processes as well as own life because of the research found 

that all dropouts who participated in this study had never planned to drop out of school, 

they have just decided to drop out in the time of school closure.  

 In short, educators and all relevance stakeholders have to be aware of the real 

causes that influence students’ decision making to drop out of school in the time of 

COVID-19 pandemic and take action to prevent and supports for students who are at risk 

of dropping out.  
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 APPENDIX A: PERMISSION LETTERS  
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APPENDIX B: CONCENT FORM 
 

សកំណ្ើ រសុកំ្វើោរសម្ភា សន៍ 

ខ្្ុ ាំ ទប ម្ ោះ ម៉ាូត ណារនិ ដែលជាគរនុសិសតិក្សាំពុងសកិ្សាបរញិ្ហា បប្តជានខ់្ពស់ឯក្សបទសដផ្នក្សប្បកឹ្សា
គរុបកាសលយ បៅមជឈមណឌ លប្សាវប្ជាវគរុបកាសលយជាំនានថ់្មើននវទិាសាា នជាតិអប់រ ាំ។ ខ្្ុ ាំ ទ ននងឹក្សាំពុងប្វើ
ការសិក្សាប្សាវប្ជាវបលើប្បធានបទ “ការក្សាំណត់អាំពើមូលបហ្តុននការប ោះបង់ការសកិ្សារបស់សសិសក្សប្មិត
វទិាល័យ បៅអាំ ុងបពលមានការរាតតាតជាំងកូឺ្សវ ើែ ១៩” ដែលជាសារណាបញ្េប់ថាន ក្សអ់នុបណឌិ តរបស់ខ្្ុ ាំ។  

១. បោលបាំណងននការប្សាវប្ជាវ 

ការសិក្សាបនោះ នប្វើប ើងក្សនុងបោលបាំណង ដសវងយល់អាំពើមូលបហ្តុដែលនាាំឲ្យសិសសក្សប្មិតវទិាល័
យ ប ោះបង់បោលការសកិ្សាបៅអាំ ុងបពលមានការរាតតាតននជាំងកូឺ្សវ ើែ ១៩។ តាមរយៈលទធផ្លក្ស៏ែូរជា
ការប្បមូល ននូវពត័៌មានសាំខាន់ៗពើអនក្សពាក្សព់័នធទាំងនាយក្សសាោ បោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គូ សិសានុសិសស និង
អាណាពា លសសិសដែល នប ោះបង់ការសកិ្សា ការសិក្សាបនោះនឹងផ្ាល់ជាពត័៌មានែ៏មានសារៈសាំខាន់
អាំពើព័តម៌ានប្បជាសាស្តសារបសប់្ក្សុមសសិសប ោះបង់ការសកិ្សា មូលហ្តុពតិប្ ក្សែដែលនាាំបអាយសិសស
ប ោះបងក់ារសិក្សា នងិផ្លជាក្ស់ដសាងបនាា ប់ពើពួក្សបគប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា។ មួយវញិបទៀត ឯក្សសារបយងមួយ
រាំនួនបៅក្សនុងការសកិ្សាបនោះនងឹផ្ាល់ជាមូលដ្ឋា នប្គឹោះនិងភសាុតាងសប្មាប់បង្ហា ញអនក្សពាក្ស់ព័នធដផ្នក្សអប់រ ាំរមួ
មានអនក្សប្គប់ប្គង ប្គបូបប្ងៀន អាណាពា លសសិស បែើមបើជាំរុញឱ្យកាន់ដតមានរាំណាប់អារមមណ៍បៅបលើ
បញ្ហា ននការប ោះបង់ការសិក្សារបស់សសិសបៅក្សប្មតិវទិាលយ័។ បលើសពើបនោះបៅបទៀត ការរក្សបឃើញននការ
សិក្សាមួយបនោះនងឹរូលរមួរាំដណក្សែល់អនក្សប្គប់ប្គង ប្គូបបប្ងៀន អាណាពា លសសិស និងសហ្គមន៍ឲ្យ
មានការរូលរមួក្សនុងការទបស់ាា ត់ និងកាតប់នាយការប ោះបងប់ោលការសកិ្សារបសស់ិសសបៅក្សប្មិតវទិាល័យ
ផ្ងដែរ។ ជារុងបប្កាយ ការសិក្សាបនោះអារនងឹកាា យបៅជាឯក្សសារបយងែស៏ាំខានស់ប្មាប់ការប្សាវប្ជាវ
បដនាមមក្សបលើប្បធានបទបនោះ ដែលវាអារនងឹផ្ដល់អតាប្បបយជន៍ជាបប្រើនែលស់ិសស/នសិសតិ ប្គបូបប្ងៀន ក្ស៏
ែូរជាសាា ប័នពាក្ស់ព័នធក្សនុងការរូលរមួកាត់បនាយការប ោះបង់ការសិក្សារបស់សសិស។ 

២. ែាំបណើ រការននការប្សាវប្ជាវ 

ប្បសិនបបើបោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គូអនុញ្ហា តរូលរមួក្សនុងការសមាា សនប៍នោះ បនាោះបោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គនូងឹប្តូវសួរនូវ
សាំណួរសាំខាន់ៗមួយរាំនួនដែលទក្ស់ទងជាមយួនឹងបោលបាំណងននការសិក្សាប្សាវប្ជាវមយួបនោះប៉ាុបណាណ ោះ។ 
តាមដផ្នក្សននសាំណួរនើមយួៗបោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គអូារនងឹរាំណាយបពលប្បមាណពើ ៣ បៅ ៥នាទើ ែូបរនោះការ
សមាា សអាររាំណាយបពលបោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គូប្បដហ្លជា ៣០ បៅ៥០ នាទើ។ ប្ពមោន បនោះដែរ ក្សាំ ុងបពល
សមាា ស នាងខ្្ុ ាំសុាំអនុញ្ហា តប្វើការថ្តសបមាង ក្ស៏ែូរជាថ្តវ ើបែអូ (ប្បសនិបបើសមាា សតាមរយៈក្សមមវ ិ្ ើZoom) 
បែើមបើទុក្សជាឯក្សសារនិងរ យការណ៍ដែលជាជាំនួយបៅក្សនុងការបក្សប្សាយទិនននយ័សប្មាប់ការសិក្សា
ប្សាវប្ជាវមួយបនោះ បហ្ើយឯក្សសារទាំងបនោះនឹងអារមានការបផ្ាៀងផាា ត់ជាមយួបោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គូបៅបពល
បប្កាយបទៀតប្បសនិបបើមានក្សរណើ មួយរាំនួន ដែលនាងខ្្ុ ាំអារនឹងសុាំបោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គូផ្ាលក់ារសមាា សសារជា
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ថ្មើមាងបទៀត ។ អវើដែលសាំខាន់បនាោះគឺរាល់ព័ត៌មាននិងឯក្សសារទាំងឡាយដែលទក្ស់ទងនឹងបោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គ ូ
នាងខ្្ុ ាំនងឹរក្សាការសមាា ត់ជូន បដ្ឋយពុាំមានការបង្ហា ញព័ត៌មានផាា លខ់្ឡួនរបស់បោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គូក្សនុងការ
ប្សាវប្ជាវប ើយ ប្បសនិបបើពុាំមានការអនុញ្ហា តអាំពើបោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គូដែលជាសាមើខ្ាួន។ 

៣. បោលការណ៍រក្សាការសមាា ត់ 

ព័ត៌មានទាំងអស់នឹងរក្សាការសមាា ត់ បដ្ឋយមានដតអនក្សប្សាវប្ជាវដតមាន ក្ស់ដែលអារបប្បើប្ ស ់ន។ វា
មិនដមនជាបតសា បហ្ើយក្ស៏ោម នរបមាើយខុ្សឬប្តូវដែរ។ ព័តម៌ានរបស់បោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គូ ពតិជាមានសារៈសាំខាន់
ណាសស់ប្មាបខ់្្ុ ាំ បហ្ើយខ្្ុ ាំសងឃមឹថាបោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គូ អាររូលរមួជាមួយការសកិ្សាប្សាវប្ជាវបនោះ។ វាជា
ជបប្មើសរបស់បោក្សប្គូ អនក្សប្គ ូបបើបទោះបើជាបោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គូ រង់ឬមនិរងរូ់លរមួក្ស៏បដ្ឋយ។ ប្បសិនបបើបោក្ស
ប្គូ/អនក្សប្គូ បប្ជើសបរ ើសរូលរមួជាមួយការសកិ្សាបនោះ បោក្សប្គូ អនក្សប្គមូានសិទធមនិប្ាើយសាំណួរណាមួយ ឬ
បញ្េប់ការប្ាើយសាំណួរបៅប្តង់រាំណុរណាមួយក្ស ៏ន។ 

៤. ការទាំនាក់្សទាំនងមក្សអនក្សប្សាវប្ជាវ 

ប្បសិនបបើបោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គូមានសាំណួរឬបញ្ហា ណាមយួពាក្សព់័នធនឹងការប្សាវប្ជាវបនោះ  បោក្សប្គូ/អនក្ស
ប្គូអារទាំនាក្ស់ទាំនងមក្សកាន់ខ្្ុ ាំដែលជាអនក្សប្សាវប្ជាវតាមរយៈបលខ្ទូរសព័ា ០៨៩ ៩៨ ៩៤ ០៣ ឬ អាស័យ
ដ្ឋា នសារបអ រិប្តូនកិ្ស Mot Narin ។ 

៥. កិ្សរេប្ពមបប្ពៀងក្សនុងការរូលរមួ 

បោលបាំណង របស់ការប្សាវប្ជាវ នពនយល់យ៉ា ងរាស់បដ្ឋយអនក្សប្សាវប្ជាវ បហ្ើយខ្្ុ ាំនងឹរូលរមួក្សនុង
ការសិក្សាប្សាវប្ជាវមយួបនោះ។ខ្្ុ ាំែឹងថា ខ្្ុ ាំអារប្ាើយឬ មិនប្ាើយនូវសាំណួរណាមួយ បដ្ឋយោម នពិនយ័អវើទាំង
អស់។ 
 

 

 

អនក្សរូលរមួ 

កាលបរបិរេទ៖ __________________ 

ហ្តាបលខា៖ ___________________ 

ប ម្ ោះ៖ ______________________ 

អនក្សប្សាវប្ជាវ 

កាលបរបិរេទ៖ __________________ 

ហ្តាបលខា៖ ___________________ 

ប ម្ ោះ៖ ______________________ 
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APPENDIX C: QUESTION QUIDES 

(Question Guide for Dropout Students) 

 

My name’s Mot Narin, a student who is studying at New Generation Pedagogical Research 

Center. Currently, I am studying on the topic “Identifying Causes of Dropout in Rural 

Upper Secondary School in the Time of COVID-19”.  

The interviews will be spent around 50 minutes. There are no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers to 

each question that will be asked here. Your answers should be the ones that are ‘right’ for 

you. Your answers will be combined with others to make totals and averages in which no 

individual can be identified. All your answers will be kept confidential and will be used 

only for the purpose of the research. Hence, your honest response is of much importance.  

I. Democratic Information 

1. Gender ………… 

2. Age ………… 

3. Dropout Level ………… 

II. The characteristics and demographic profiles of dropout students 

4. What do your parents do?  

 Prompt: Level of education, incomes,  

5. How many brothers and sisters do you have? 

6. What did you like and dislike about school before leaving? 

7. How school/ education is important to you? 
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• prompt: compared to other things in your life 

8. How did you get to school? How long did it take you to travel to your school? 

• clarify: for example, did you walk, ride a bicycle, and drive a motorbike 

9. Have you ever been in trouble or seen other students in trouble at school? 

• clarify: with peers, teachers, bullying - physical/verbal/cyber, etc. 

• prompt: how would you feel if you experienced the types of trouble you 

mentioned? 

10. Did you spend time with friends in school? Did you spend time with friends outside of 

school? What are your friends from school doing now? 

11. Who are your role models and why are they your role models? What do they do for 

work? 

12. Did you ever come to school late? How many days per week were you late to school? 

Why were you late to school? 

13. Did you ever miss school? How many days per week did you miss school? Why did 

you miss school? 

14. Have you ever planned to leave school?  

III. Possible causes of and factors of influence for the dropout 

15. What were the reasons you left school? 

 Prompt: Which one was the most priority? 

16. Who decided that you would leave school? 

• Prompt: This could have been you, or your parents, or both of you together 
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17. Did you feel pressure to leave school or stay in school? Who was this pressure from, 

what was it like? 

18. Did school or your teacher contacted to you or give any intervention when you decided 

to left the school? 

19. Did you work while you were in school? What type of work did you do? 

IV. Consequences  

20. What do you do now?  

21. How do you feel now about not going to school anymore? 

22. Have you thought about going back to school? 

If yes, what would be your reasons for going back to school?  
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APPENDIX C: QUESTION QUIDES 

(Question Guide for Dropout Parents) 

My name’s Mot Narin, a student who is studying at New Generation Pedagogical Research 

Center. Currently, I am studying on the topic “Identifying Causes of Dropout in Rural 

Upper Secondary School in the Time of COVID-19”.  

The interviews will be spent around 50 minutes. There are no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers to 

each question that will be asked here. Your answers should be the ones that are ‘right’ for 

you. Your answers will be combined with others to make totals and averages in which no 

individual can be identified. All your answers will be kept confidential and will be used 

only for the purpose of the research. Hence, your honest response is of much importance.  

I. Democratic Information 

1. Gender ………… 

2. Age ………… 

3. Level of Education ………… 

4. Numbers of children ………… 

II. The characteristics and demographic profiles of dropout students 

5. How important is education to you?  

6. How do you support your family? 

• clarify: housework, farming, and salaried job 

7. What are your hopes for your child’s future? 
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8. Did your child’s school keep you informed of your child study? Or besides you, is there 

anybody in your family helped to follow up your child’s study (brother, sister, …)? 

III. Possible causes of and factors of influence for the dropout 

11. When did your child leave school? 

• prompt: what was the reason your child left school? 

12. Who makes the decision for your child to stay in school? OR Who made the decision 

for your child to leave school? 

13. Did you agree with your child’s decision to drop out of school? 

14. When your child dropped out, did the school put any effort in convincing you to send 

your child to go back to school? 

15. How satisfied are you with the education your child received/is receiving? 

• prompt: are the teachers good at their job? Are the subjects relevant for their 

future? 

Are the facilities good enough quality? 

15. How satisfied are you with the disciplinary structures in school? 

• clarify: punishments for misbehavior, school regulations.  

IV. Consequences  

16. What is your child doing after leave school? 

17. Have they thought about going back to school? If yes, what would be his/her reasons 

for going back to school?  

18. How do they feel now about not going to school anymore? 
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APPENDIX C: QUESTION QUIDES 

(Question Guide for Teachers) 

My name’s Mot Narin, a student who is studying at New Generation Pedagogical Research 

Center. Currently, I am studying on the topic “Identifying Causes of Dropout in Rural 

Upper Secondary School in the Time of COVID-19”.  

The interviews will be spent around 50 minutes. There are no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers to 

each question that will be asked here. Your answers should be the ones that are ‘right’ for 

you. Your answers will be combined with others to make totals and averages in which no 

individual can be identified. All your answers will be kept confidential and will be used 

only for the purpose of the research. Hence, your honest response is of much importance.  

I. Democratic Information 

1. Gender ………… 

2. Age ………… 

3. Teaching subject………… 

4. Teaching Experience…………  

5. Teaching Hours…………   

6. Classes of teaching………… 

II. The characteristics and demographic profiles of dropout students 

7. Do families in this community value education? 

8. How important is education to your students? 

9. How do you see students’ home lives affecting their studies? 
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III. Possible causes of and factors of influence for the dropout 

10. How satisfied are you with the education your students received? 

• prompt: are the teachers good at their job? Are the subjects relevant for their 

future? 

Are the facilities good enough quality? 

11. How satisfied are you with the disciplinary structures in school? 

• clarify: punishments for misbehavior, school regulations. 

12.  How much time each week do students need to spend doing schoolwork outside of 

school 

(Homework) in order to succeed in school? 

13. What knowledge and skills do you think are most important for your students to learn? 

Do you think they are learning those things? 

14.  How many of your students miss school or arrive late each week? What are the 

problems that arise when students miss school or arrive late? 

15. Do you have a strategy to identify students who are at-risk of dropping out? 

16. Is there anything specific your school are doing to try to keep these at-risk students in 

school? 

17. Is there anything specific you are doing to try to keep these at-risk students in school? 

18. How many students in your class leave school?  

 Prompt: in the time of COVID-19  

19. Why do you think students leave upper secondary school? 
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 Prompt: in the time of COVID-19 

20. Who makes the decision for your students to leave school? 

IV. Consequences  

21. What are your students doing after leave school? 

22. Have they thought about going back to school? 

If yes, what would be his/her reasons for going back to school?  
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APPENDIX C: QUESTION QUIDES 

(Question Guide for School Principal) 

My name’s Mot Narin, a student who is studying at New Generation Pedagogical Research 

Center. Currently, I am studying on the topic “Identifying Causes of Dropout in Rural 

Upper Secondary School in the Time of COVID-19”.  

The interviews will be spent around 50 minutes. There are no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers to 

each question that will be asked here. Your answers should be the ones that are ‘right’ for 

you. Your answers will be combined with others to make totals and averages in which no 

individual can be identified. All your answers will be kept confidential and will be used 

only for the purpose of the research. Hence, your honest response is of much importance.  

I. Democratic Information 

1. Gender ………… 

2. Age ………… 

3. Experience ………… 

II. The characteristics and demographic profiles of dropout students 

4. Do families in this community value education? 

5. How important is education to your students? 

6. How do you see students’ home lives affecting their studies? 

III. Possible causes of and factors of influence for the dropout 

7. Why do you think students leave upper secondary school? 

 Prompt: in the time of COVID-19 
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8. How many of your students leave school in the time of COVID-19? 

9. Do you have any strategies to identify students who are at-risk of dropping out? 

10. Is there anything specific your school are doing to try to keep these at-risk students in 

school? 

11. Is there anything specific you are doing to try to keep these at-risk students in school? 

IV. Consequences  

12. What are your students doing after leave school? 

13. Where are the children going to work after they drop out of school? 

14. Have they thought about going back to school? 

If yes, what would be his/her reasons for going back to school?  
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APPENDIX C: QUESTION QUIDES 

(កម្រងសំណួរសម្ាប់សិសសប ោះបង់ការសិកា) 

ខ្្ុ ាំ ទប ម្ ោះ ម៉ាូត ណារនិ ជាគរុនិសសតិដែលក្សាំពុងដតសិក្សាបៅមជឍមណឌ លប្សាវប្ជាវគរុបកាសលយជាំនាន់ថ្មើ។ 
ឥ ូវបនោះ ខ្្ុ ាំក្សាំពុងដតសិក្សាបលើប្បធានបទ “ការក្សាំណត់អាំពើមូលបហ្តុននការប ោះបង់បោលការសិក្សារបស់
សិសសវទិាលយ័បៅជនបទ បៅអាំ ុងបពលមានការរាតតាតជាំងឺកូ្សវ ើែ១៩”. 

ការសមាា សន៍បនោះនឹងរាំណាយបពលប្បដហ្ល៣០នាទើ។ រាល់បមាើយរបស់បអូនៗនឹងមានការក្សាំណតថ់ាប្តូវ  ឬ
ខុ្សបនាោះបទ។ក្សនុងលក្សខខ្ណឌ បនោះ របមាើយរបស់បអូនគួរដតជារបមាើយដែលប្តមឹប្តូវសប្មាប់បអូន។ របមាើយរបស់
បអូននឹងប្តូវ នរមួបញ្េូ លជាមយួអនក្សែនទ បែើមបើបបងាើតរាំនួនសរុប និងវភិាគដែលមនិអារក្សាំណតអ់តា
សញ្ហា ណបុគគលណាមួយ នប ើយ។ របមាើយទាំងអស់របស់បអូននងឹប្តូវ នរក្សាទុក្សជាសមាា ត់ បហ្ើយនឹង
ប្តូវ នបប្បើសប្មាប់បោលបាំណងននការប្សាវប្ជាវដតប៉ាុបណាណ ោះ។ ែូបរនោះ ការប្ាើយតបបដ្ឋយបសាម ោះប្តង់របស់
បអូនមានសារៈសាំខាន់ណាសស់ប្មាប់ការសិក្សាប្សាវប្ជាវបនោះ។ 

 
I. ព័ត៌មានប្បជាសាស្តសា 

1. បភទ………… 

2. អាយុ ………… 

3. ក្សប្មិតថាន ក្ស់ដែល នប ោះបង់ការសកិ្សា………… 

II. លក្សខណៈ នងិទប្មង់ប្បជាសាស្តសារបសស់ិសសប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

4. បតើឪពុក្ស មាា យរបសប់អូនមានមុខ្របរអវើ?  

 បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: ក្សប្មិតននការអប់រ ាំ, ក្សប្មតិននប្ ក្ស់រាំណូល  

5. បតើបអូនមានបងបអូនប៉ាុនាម ននាក្ស់? 

6. បតើអវើដែលបអូនរូលរតិា និងមិនរូលរិតាមុនបពលដែលបអូន នប ោះបង់ការសកិ្សា? 

7. បតើការអប់រ ាំសាំខាន់ដបបណាខ្ាោះសប្មាប់បអូន? 
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• បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: បប្បៀបប្ៀបបៅបរឿងបផ្សងៗបៅក្សនុងជើវតិ 

8. បតើបអូនប្វើែាំបណើ របៅសាោបដ្ឋយមប្ា យអវើ? បតើបអូនប្តូវរាំណាយបពលប៉ាុនាម ន បែើមបើបៅែល់សាោ? 

• បញ្ហជ ក្ស់: ឧទហ្រណ៍បែើរ ជោិះក្សង់ ម៉ាូតូ  

9. បតើអនក្សធាា ប់មានបញ្ហា  ឬបឃើញសិសសបផ្សងបទៀតមានបញ្ហា បៅសាោបទ? 

• បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: ជាមួយនែគូ, ប្គូបបប្ងៀន, ការប្វើឱ្យប៉ាោះពាល់អារមមណ៍ - ផ្ាូវកាយ ផ្ាូវរិតា  

 • បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: បតើបអូននឹងមានអារមមណ៍យ៉ា ងណា ប្បសនិបបើបអូនជួបប្បទោះបញ្ហា ដែលអនក្ស ន

 បលើក្សប ើង? 

10. បតើអនក្ស នរាំណាយបពលជាមួយមិតាភក្សាិបៅសាោបទ? បតើអនក្ស នរាំណាយបពលជាមួយមិតាភក្សាិបៅ

ខាងបប្ៅសាោបទ? បតើមតិាភក្សាិបអូនដែល នប ោះបង់ការសកិ្សា ក្សាំពុងប្វើអវើឥ ូវបនោះ? 

11. បតើនរណាជាជនគាំរូរបសប់អូន? បហ្ើយបហ្តុអវើ នជាពកួ្សបគជាជនគាំរូរបសប់អូន? បតើពកួ្សោត់មានការង្ហរ

អវើដែរ? 

12. បតើបអូនធាា ប់មក្សសាោយតឺបទ? បតើបអូនមក្សបរៀនយតឺប៉ាុនាម ននថ្ាក្សនុងមួយស ា ហ៍្? បហ្តុអវើ នជាបអូនមក្ស

បរៀនយតឺ? 

13. បតើបអូនធាា បអ់វតាមានបទ? បតើបអូនអវតាមានប៉ាុនាម ននថ្ាក្សនុងមយួស ា ហ៍្? បហ្តុអវើ នជាបអូនអវតាមាន? 

14. បតើបអូនធាា ប់មានគបប្មាងក្សនុងការប ោះបង់បោលការសិក្សាដែរឬបទ? 

III. មូលបហ្តុដែលអារបក្សើតមាន និងក្សតាា ននឥទធិពលសប្មាប់ការប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

15. បតើមានបហ្តុផ្លអវើខ្ាោះ ដែលជប្មុញឱ្យបអូនប ោះបងក់ារសិក្សា? 

 •បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: បតើបហ្តុផ្លមួយណាដែលជាបហ្តុផ្លអាទិភាព? 

16. បតើអនក្សណាសបប្មររតិាថា បអូននឹងប ោះបង់ការសកិ្សា? 

 • បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: បនោះអារជាបអូនផាា ល ់ឬឪពុក្សមាា យរបស់បអូន ឬអនក្សទាំងពើររមួោន  
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17.បៅបពលដែលបអូនបៅក្សាំពុងសិក្សា នងិបៅបពលដែលបអូន នប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា បតើបអូនមានសមាព ្ដែរ

ឬបទ? បតើសមាព ្បនោះមក្សពើអនក្សណា បតើវាដបបណា? 

18. បតើសាោ ឬប្គូរបសប់អូន នទក្ស់ទងមក្សបអូន ឬផ្ាលក់ារអនារាគមនណ៍ាមយួបៅបពលអនក្សសបប្មររិតា

ប ោះបង់បោលការសិក្សាលដែរឬបទ? 

19. បៅបពលដែលបអូនបៅបរៀន បតើបអូនមានប្វើការង្ហរបទ? បតើការង្ហរប្បបភទណាដែលបអូន នប្វើ? 

IV. វ ិក្សបនាា ប់ពើប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

20. បតើបអូនក្សាំពុងដតប្វើការង្ហរអវើ សពវនថ្ាបនោះ?  

21. បតើបអូនមានអារមមណ៍យ៉ា ងណាដែរ ដែលមិនអារសកិ្សាបនា? 

22. បតើបអូនធាា ប់គតិថានងឹរង់បៅសាោបរៀនវញិបទ? 

ប្បសិនបបើ ទ/ោស បតើអវើជាបហ្តុផ្លដែលជប្មុញបអូនក្សនុងការរង់ប្តលប់បៅសាោវញិ? 
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APPENDIX C: QUESTION QUIDES 

(ក្សប្មងសាំណួរសប្មាប់អាណាពា លរបស់សិសសប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា) 

ខ្្ុ ាំ ទប ម្ ោះ ម៉ាូត ណារនិ ជាគរុនិសសតិដែលក្សាំពុងដតសិក្សាបៅមជឍមណឌ លប្សាវប្ជាវគរុបកាសលយជាំនាន់ថ្មើ។ 

ឥ ូវបនោះ ខ្្ុ ាំក្សាំពុងដតសិក្សាបលើប្បធានបទ “ការក្សាំណត់អាំពើមូលបហ្តុននការប ោះបង់បោលការសិក្សារបស់

សិសសវទិាលយ័បៅជនបទ បៅអាំ ុងបពលមានការរាតតាតជាំងឺកូ្សវ ើែ១៩”. 

ការសមាា សន៍បនោះនឹងរាំណាយបពលប្បដហ្ល៣០នាទើ។ រាល់បមាើយរបស់អនក្សនឹងមានការក្សាំណត់ថាប្តូវ  ឬ

ខុ្សបនាោះបទ។ក្សនុងលក្សខខ្ណឌ បនោះ របមាើយរបស់អនក្សគួរដតជារបមាើយដែលប្តមឹប្តូវសប្មាប់អនក្ស។ របមាើយរបស់

អនក្សនឹងប្តូវ នរមួបញ្េូ លជាមយួអនក្សែនទ បែើមបើបបងាើតរាំនួនសរុប និងវភិាគដែលមនិអារក្សាំណតអ់តា

សញ្ហា ណបុគគលណាមួយ នប ើយ។ របមាើយទាំងអស់របស់អនក្សនងឹប្តូវ នរក្សាទុក្សជាសមាា ត់ បហ្ើយនឹង

ប្តូវ នបប្បើសប្មាប់បោលបាំណងននការប្សាវប្ជាវដតប៉ាុបណាណ ោះ។ ែូបរនោះ ការប្ាើយតបបដ្ឋយបសាម ោះប្តង់របស់

អនក្សមានសារៈសាំខាន់ណាសស់ប្មាប់ការសិក្សាប្សាវប្ជាវបនោះ។ 

I. ព័ត៌មានប្បជាសាស្តសា 

1. បភទ ………… 

2. អាយុ ………… 

3. ក្សប្មិតននការអប់រ ាំ ………… 

4. រាំនួនកូ្សន ………… 

 II. លក្សខណៈ នងិទប្មង់ប្បជាសាស្តសារបសស់ិសសប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

5. បតើការអប់រ ាំ មានសារៈសាំខាន់ដែរបទសប្មាប់អនក្ស?  

6. បតើអនក្សផ្គត់ផ្គង់ប្គួសារបដ្ឋយម្ា យណា (មុខ្របរ)? 

• បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: ក្សសិក្សរ, មស្តនាើរាជការ,........... 
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7. បតើអនក្សមានក្សដើសងឃមឹយ៉ា ងណារាំបពាោះអនាគតរបសកូ់្សនរបស់អនក្ស? 

8. បតើសាោរបស់កូ្សនអនក្ស នជូនែាំណឹងែល់អនក្សអាំពើការសកិ្សារបស់កូ្សនអនក្សបទ? ឬបប្ៅពើអនក្ស បតើមាន

នរណាមាន ក្សក់្សនុងប្គសួាររបសអ់នក្ស នជួយតាមដ្ឋនការសកិ្សារបស់កូ្សនអនក្ស (បងប្បុស បងប្សើ...)? 

III. មូលបហ្តុដែលអារបក្សើតមាន និងក្សតាា ននឥទធិពលសប្មាប់ការប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

11. បតើកូ្សនរបស់អនក្ស នប ោះបង់ការសកិ្សាតាាំងពើបពលណា? 

 • បញ្ហេ ក្ស់បដនាម: បតើអវើជាមូលបហ្តុដែលកូ្សនរបស់អនក្សប ោះបង់បោលការសិក្សា? 

12. បតើអនក្សណាជាអនក្សសបប្មររិតាឱ្យកូ្សនរបសអ់នក្សបនាការសកិ្សា? ឬអនក្សណាជាអនក្សសបប្មររិតាឱ្យកូ្សនរបស់

អនក្សប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា? 

13. បតើអនក្សយល់ប្សបនឹងការសបប្មររតិារបសកូ់្សនអនក្សក្សនុងការប ោះបងក់ារសិក្សាបទ? 

14. បៅបពលដែលកូ្សនរបស់អនក្សឈប់បរៀន បតើសាោ នប្បងឹដប្បងបញ្េុ ោះបញ្េូលអនក្សឱ្យបញ្ជូ នកូ្សនរបស់អនក្ស

ឱ្យបៅសាោបរៀនវញិបទ? 

15. បតើអនក្សបពញរតិានឹងការអប់រ ាំដែលកូ្សនរបសអ់នក្សទទួល ន/ក្សាំពុងទទួល នក្សប្មិតណា? 

 • បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: បតើប្គូបបប្ងៀនមានការយក្សរិតាទុក្សដ្ឋក្ស់ក្សនុងការង្ហររបស់ពកួ្សោត់បទ? បតើមុខ្វជិាជ

នើមួយៗទក្ស់ទងនឹងអនាគតរបស់ពួក្សបគដែរឬបទ?  

15. បតើអនក្សបពញរតិានឹងររនាសមព័នធ វនិ័យក្សនុងសាោក្សប្មិតណា? 

 • បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: ការដ្ឋក្ស់ទណឌ ក្សមមរាំបពាោះអាក្សបបក្សិរយិមនិសមរមយ  

IV. វ ិក្សននការប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

16. បតើកូ្សនរបសអ់នក្សប្វើអវើបនាា ប់ពើោក្សបរញពើសាោបរៀន? 

17. បតើពកួ្សបគ នគិតអាំពើការប្តលប់បៅសាោបរៀនវញិបទ? ប្បសិនបបើ ទ/ោស បតើអវើជាបហ្តុផ្លរបស់

ោត់ក្សនុងការប្តលប់បៅសាោបរៀនវញិ? 

18. បតើពកួ្សបគមានអារមមណ៍យ៉ា ងណាបពលដែលមិន នបៅសាោបទៀត? 
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APPENDIX C: QUESTION QUIDES 

(ក្សប្មងសាំណួរសប្មាប់ប្គូបបប្ងៀន) 

ខ្្ុ ាំ ទប ម្ ោះ ម៉ាូត ណារនិ ជាគរុនិសសតិដែលក្សាំពុងដតសិក្សាបៅមជឍមណឌ លប្សាវប្ជាវគរុបកាសលយជាំនាន់ថ្មើ។ 

ឥ ូវបនោះ ខ្្ុ ាំក្សាំពុងដតសិក្សាបលើប្បធានបទ “ការក្សាំណត់អាំពើមូលបហ្តុននការប ោះបង់បោលការសិក្សារបស់

សិសសវទិាលយ័បៅជនបទ បៅអាំ ុងបពលមានការរាតតាតជាំងឺកូ្សវ ើែ១៩”. 

ការសមាា សន៍បនោះនឹងរាំណាយបពលប្បដហ្ល៣០នាទើ។ រាល់បមាើយរបស់បោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គូនឹងមនិមានការ

ក្សាំណត់ថាប្តូវ  ឬខុ្សបនាោះបទ។ក្សនុងលក្សខខ្ណឌ បនោះ របមាើយរបស់បោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គគូួរដតជារបមាើយដែលប្តឹមប្តូវ

សប្មាបប់ោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គ។ូ របមាើយរបស់បោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គូនឹងប្តូវ នរមួបញ្េូ លជាមួយអនក្សែនទ បែើមបើបបងាើត

រាំនួនសរុប នងិវភិាគដែលមនិអារក្សាំណតអ់តាសញ្ហា ណបុគគលណាមួយ នប ើយ។ របមាើយទាំងអស់របស់

បោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គនូឹងប្តូវ នរក្សាទុក្សជាសមាា ត ់ បហ្ើយនងឹប្តូវ នបប្បើសប្មាប់បោលបាំណងននការប្សាវប្ជាវ

ដតប៉ាុបណាណ ោះ។ ែូបរនោះ ការប្ាើយតបបដ្ឋយបសាម ោះប្តង់របស់បោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គូមានសារៈសាំខានណ់ាសស់ប្មាប់ការ

សិក្សាប្សាវប្ជាវបនោះ។.  

I. ព័ត៌មានប្បជាសាស្តសា 

1. បភទ………… 

2. អាយុ ………… 

3. បបប្ងៀនមុខ្វជិាជ ………… 

4. បទពិបសា្ន៍ក្សនុងការបបប្ងៀន (ឆ្ងន ាំ)…………  

5. រាំនួនបមា៉ា ងបបប្ងៀន…………   

6. ថាន ក្ស់ដែលប្តូវបបប្ងៀន ………… 

II. លក្សខណៈ នងិទប្មង់ប្បជាសាស្តសារបសស់ិសសប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 
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7. បតើប្គួសារក្សនុងសហ្គមន៍បនោះឲ្យតនមាបលើការអប់រ ាំដែរឬបទ? 

8. បតើការអប់រ ាំមានសារៈសាំខាន់យ៉ា ងណារាំបពាោះសិសសរបសអ់នក្ស? 

9. បតើអនក្សបមើលបឃើញថាជើវភាពប្គួសាររបស់សសិសមានឥទធពិលបលើការសិក្សារបស់ពួក្សបគបដ្ឋយរបបៀបណា? 

III. មូលបហ្តុដែលអារបក្សើតមាន និងក្សតាា ននឥទធិពលសប្មាប់ការប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

10. បតើអនក្សបពញរិតានងឹការអប់រ ាំដែលសសិសរបស់អនក្ស នទទួលក្សប្មតិណា? 

 • បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: បតើប្គូបបប្ងៀនមានការយក្សរិតាទុក្សដ្ឋក្សក់្សនុងការង្ហររបសព់ួក្សោត់បទ? បតើមុខ្វជិាជ

នើមួយៗទក្ស់ទងនឹងអនាគតរបស់ពួក្សបគដែរឬបទ?  

11. បតើអនក្សបពញរិតានឹងររនាសមព័នធ វនិ័យក្សនុងសាោក្សប្មិតណា? 

 • បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: ការដ្ឋក្ស់ទណឌ ក្សមមរាំបពាោះអាក្សបបក្សិរយិមនិសមរមយ  

12.  បតើសសិសប្តូវរាំណាយបពលប៉ាុនាម នក្សនុងមយួស ា ហ៍្បែើមបើប្វើក្សិរេការសាោបៅបប្ៅសាោ 

(ក្សិរេការផ្ាោះ) បែើមបើបជាគជយ័ក្សនុងសាោ? 

13. បតើអនក្សគតិថារាំបណោះែឹង និងជាំនាញអវើសាំខាន់ជាងបគសប្មាប់សិសសរបស់អនក្សក្សនុងការបរៀន? បតើអនក្សគិតថា

ពួក្សបគក្សាំពុងបរៀនបរឿងទាំងបនាោះបទ? 

14. បតើមានសសិសរបសអ់នក្សប៉ាុនាម ននាក្ស់ដែលនកឹ្សសាោ ឬមក្សយតឺក្សនុងមួយស ា ហ៍្? បតើមានបញ្ហា អវើខ្ាោះដែល

បក្សើតប ើងបៅបពលសសិសខ្ក្សបរៀន ឬមក្សយតឺ? 

15. បតើអនក្សមានយុទធសាស្តសាក្សាំណតអ់តាសញ្ហា ណសិសសដែលប្បឈមនឹងការប ោះបង់ការសិក្សាបទ? 

16. បតើមានអវើជាក្ស់ោក្ស់ដែលសាោរបសអ់នក្សក្សាំពុងប្វើបែើមបើពាយមរក្សាសសិសដែលមានហានិភ័យទាំងបនោះ

បៅក្សនុងសាោ? 

17. បតើមានអវើជាក្សោ់ក្ស់ដែលអនក្សក្សាំពុងប្វើបែើមបើពាយមរក្សាសិសសដែលមានហានិភយ័ទាំងបនោះបៅក្សនុង

សាោ? 

18. បតើមានសសិសប៉ាុនាម ននាក្សក់្សនុងថាន ក្ស់របស់អនក្សប ោះបង់បោលការសិក្សា? 

 • បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: អាំ ុងការរាតតាតជាំងកូឺ្សវ ើែ ១៩  
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19. បតើមូលបហ្តុអវើខ្ាោះដែលនាាំឱ្យពួក្សបគប ោះបងក់ារសិក្សា? 

 • បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: អាំ ុងការរាតតាតជាំងកូឺ្សវ ើែ ១៩  

20. បតើអនក្សណាជាអនក្សសបប្មររិតាឱ្យសសិសរបសអ់នក្សប ោះបងប់ោលការសកិ្សា? 

IV. វ ិក្សននការប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

21. បតើសសិសរបសអ់នក្សក្សាំពុងប្វើអវើខ្ាោះបនាា បព់ើប ោះបង់ការសកិ្សា? 

22. បតើពួក្សបគ នគិតអាំពើការប្តលប់បៅសាោបរៀនវញិបទ? 

ប្បសិនបបើ ទ/ោស បតើអវើជាបហ្តុផ្លរបស់ោត់ក្សនុងការប្តលប់បៅសាោបរៀនវញិ? 
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APPENDIX C: QUESTION QUIDES 

(ក្សប្មងសាំណួរសប្មាប់នាយក្សសាោ) 

ខ្្ុ ាំ ទប ម្ ោះ ម៉ាូត ណារនិ ជាគរុនិសសតិដែលក្សាំពុងដតសិក្សាបៅមជឍមណឌ លប្សាវប្ជាវគរុបកាសលយជាំនាន់ថ្មើ។ 

ឥ ូវបនោះ ខ្្ុ ាំក្សាំពុងដតសិក្សាបលើប្បធានបទ “ការក្សាំណត់អាំពើមូលបហ្តុននការប ោះបង់បោលការសិក្សារបស់

សិសសវទិាលយ័បៅជនបទ បៅអាំ ុងបពលមានការរាតតាតជាំងឺកូ្សវ ើែ១៩”. 

ការសមាា សន៍បនោះនឹងរាំណាយបពលប្បដហ្ល៣០នាទើ។ រាល់បមាើយរបស់បោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គូនឹងមនិមានការ

ក្សាំណត់ថាប្តូវ  ឬខុ្សបនាោះបទ។ក្សនុងលក្សខខ្ណឌ បនោះ របមាើយរបស់បោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គគូួរដតជារបមាើយដែលប្តឹមប្តូវ

សប្មាបប់ោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គ។ូ របមាើយរបស់បោក្សប្គ/ូអនក្សប្គូនឹងប្តូវ នរមួបញ្េូ លជាមួយអនក្សែនទ បែើមបើបបងាើត

រាំននួសរុប នងិវភិាគដែលមនិអារក្សាំណតអ់តាសញ្ហា ណបុគគលណាមួយ នប ើយ។ របមាើយទាំងអស់របស់

បោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គនូឹងប្តូវ នរក្សាទុក្សជាសមាា ត ់ បហ្ើយនងឹប្តូវ នបប្បើសប្មាប់បោលបាំណងននការប្សាវប្ជាវ

ដតប៉ាុបណាណ ោះ។ ែូបរនោះ ការប្ាើយតបបដ្ឋយបសាម ោះប្តង់របស់បោក្សប្គូ/អនក្សប្គូមានសារៈសាំខានណ់ាសស់ប្មាប់ការ

សិក្សាប្សាវប្ជាវបនោះ។.  

I. លក្សខណៈ និងទប្មង់ប្បជាសាស្តសារបសស់ិសសប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

1. បភទ ………… 

2. អាយុ ………… 

3. បទពិបសា្ន ៍(ឆ្ងន ាំ) ………… 

II. លក្សខណៈ នងិទប្មង់ប្បជាសាស្តសារបសស់ិសសប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

4. បតើប្គសួារក្សនុងសហ្គមន៍បនោះឱ្យតនមាបលើការអប់រ ាំដែរឬបទ? 

5. បតើការអប់រ ាំមានសារៈសាំខាន់យ៉ា ងណារាំបពាោះសិសសរបសអ់នក្ស? 

6. បតើអនក្សបឃើញជើវភាពរស់បៅរបស់សសិសប៉ាោះពាល់ែល់ការសិក្សារបសព់ួក្សបគយ៉ា ងែូរបមារ? 
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III. មូលបហ្តុដែលអារបក្សើតមាន និងក្សតាា ននឥទធិពលសប្មាប់ការប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

7. បហ្តុអវើ នជាសសិសប ោះបង់បោលការសិក្សាបៅក្សប្មិតវទិាល័យ? 

 បញ្ហជ ក្ស់បដនាម: បៅអាំ ុងការរាតតាតជាំងកូឺ្សវ ើែ១៩ 

8. បតើមានសិសសរបស់អនក្សប៉ាុនាម ននាក្ស់ដែលប ោះបង់បោលការសិក្សាក្សនុងអាំ ុងបពលននកូ្សវ ើែ-១៩? 

9. បតើអនក្សមានយុទធសាស្តសាអវើខ្ាោះក្សនុងការក្សាំណត់អតាសញ្ហា ណសិសសដែលប្បឈមនឹងការប ោះបងក់ារសិក្សា

បទ? 

10. បតើមានអវើជាក្ស់ោក្ស់ដែលសាោរបសអ់នក្សក្សាំពុងប្វើបែើមបើពាយមរក្សាសសិសដែលមានហានិភ័យក្សនុងការ

ប ោះបងក់ារសិក្សា? 

11. បតើមានអវើជាក្សោ់ក្ស់ដែលអនក្សក្សាំពុងប្វើបែើមបើពាយមរក្សាសិសសដែលមានហានភិ័យក្សនុងការប ោះបង់ការ

សិក្សា? 

IV. វ ិក្សននការប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា 

2. បតើសិសសរបស់អនក្សក្សាំពុងប្វើការង្ហរអវើបនាា ប់ពើប ោះបង់ការសិក្សា? 

13. បតើសិសសដែលប ោះបង់ការសិក្សាបៅប្វើការបៅឯណាបនាា ប់ពើពកួ្សបគឈប់បរៀន? 

14. បតើពួក្សបគ នគតិអាំពើការប្តលប់បៅសាោបរៀនវញិបទ? 

ប្បសិនបបើ ទ/ោស បតើអវើជាបហ្តុផ្លរបស់ោត់ក្សនុងការប្តលប់បៅសាោបរៀនវញិ? 
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